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Abstract: We study the correlation between proton lifetime and leptonic CP violation
in a class of renormalizable supersymmetric SO(10) grand unified theories (GUTs) with
10, 126 and 120 Higgs fields, which provides a unified description of all fermion masses
and possibly resolution of the strong CP problem. This specific model is unique in that it
can readily be compatible with current proton lifetime limits for a supersymmetry (SUSY)
breaking scale as low as 5 TeV due to the presence of a specific Yukawa texture. Our
investigation here reveals that proton partial lifetimes predicted by this class of models will
be tested by forthcoming proton decay searches; furthermore, a discovery of leptonic CP
violation in neutrino oscillations would also lead to substantial reduction of the parameter
space of the model.
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1 Introduction
One of the major challenges for beyond the standard model physics is finding a unified
understanding of all fermion masses including neutrinos. The origin and pattern of neutrino
masses and mixings observed in various oscillation experiments over the past two decades
not only reveals an absolute scale for neutrino masses substantially smaller than other
fermions but also a leptonic mixing pattern quite different from the quarks. While the
seesaw mechanism [1] is supposed to provide a simple path to the resolution of the scale
problem, the problem of mixing is more complicated, and some believe that could be
signal of new leptonic symmetries [2]. In particular as experiments make progress toward
answering all remaining questions in neutrino mass physics, such as the type of mass
hierarchy, presence of CP violation, and Dirac vs Majorana nature, it is important to
– 1 –
sharpen the predictions of various theories of neutrino masses, so that a clearer picture of
the direction of physics beyond the standard model can be determined.
Grand unified theories [3] are a surprisingly appropriate setting for the seesaw mech-
anism for a number of reasons: (i) SO(10) theories [4] have B − L as a subgroup, which is
naturally associated with the seesaw scale; (ii) the matter spinor of SO(10) automatically
contains the right-handed neutrino field as a symmetry partner to the quarks and leptons of
the standard model; (iii) SO(10) theories relate the Dirac mass of neutrinos to the up-like
quark masses, leading to a seesaw scale near the GUT scale, which connects it to the scale
of coupling unification as well.
In this paper, we discuss one class of supersymmetric SO(10) grand unified models
including neutrinos and based on renormalizable Yukawa interactions [5–8]. The constraints
of grand unification for this particular class are strong enough to make the model quite
predictive in the fermion sector, due to fewer parameters in the Yukawa couplings [5]. For
this class of models, we continue the exploration from previous work [17, 18] with the
goal of extracting predictions for CP violation in neutrino oscillation and corresponding
predictions for proton decay that can be used to test them.
As is well known, in SO(10) models, the fermions of each generation are assumed
to reside in the 16-dimensional spinor representation, and there are three kinds of Higgs
field representations that can give renormalizable Yukawa couplings to generate fermion
masses: 10 ≡ H, 126 ≡ ∆¯ and 120 ≡ Σ. The ∆¯-field is also used also to break the
B−L gauge symmetry of the model, and since it breaks B−L by two units, this preserves
discrete R-parity symmetry [9], leading to a [naturally stable lightest SUSY partner. Within
this general framework, two kinds of renormalizable models have been discussed in the
literature: (I) One that uses only 10 + 126 Higgs superfields to give mass to the fermions
which reside in the 16-dim spinor representations of SO(10) [5, 6] and (II) another that
uses all three representations, i.e. 10 + 126 + 120 [7, 8]. The GUT symmetry is broken
by a subset of 210 (Φ), 45 (A), 54 (S) fields, which do not affect the fermion predictions.
The first class of models with only 210 to break GUT symmetry was suggested early on
as a minimal SUSY SO(10) class with coupling unification [10]. Both these classes provide
a relatively economical way to fit all fermion masses and mixings, including neutrinos as
well as quarks and charged leptons, and lead to predictions such as (i) normal hierarchy
for neutrinos, (ii) θ13 in agreement with observation [11], and (iii) CP violating phases for
leptons, using a combination of both type I and type II seesaw [12].
What is in some sense amazing about this class of models is that despite the fact the
quarks and leptons are unified, the diverse mixing patterns among them emerge without
fine tuning. Especially in models that use 10 + 126 fields for mass generation and where
type II seesaw is assumed to dominate, an elegant explanation of the correct mixings
emerges from the dynamical reason that in simple grand unified theories, bottom quark
and tau lepton masses, become very close to each other when run up to the GUT scale [13].
This feature plays an important role in generating correct neutrino mixings in the general
renormalizable SO(10) models as well.
Successes of these models in the fermion sector, as well as their economy, have led to
further scrutiny of other model predictions accessible by experiment. Primary among such
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tests is the classic prediction of proton decay in grand unified theories and the corresponding
question of proton lifetime [14]. An advantage of renormalizable SUSY SO(10) models is
that the same parameters that go into obtaining fermion mass fits also contribute to proton
decay so that neutrino mixing angles and CP violating phases are expected to be correlated
with proton lifetime, making it possible to test the models using measurements of those
parameters together with those of proton lifetime.
This has been investigated in the framework of models with only 10 + 126 Higgs
superfields contributing to fermion mass, and there seems to be tension with current data
[15, 16] unless the SUSY breaking scale is made high to suppress the d = 5 contribution
to p-decay amplitude. In fact it has been shown in [16] that the current limit on the
mode p → K+ν implies a lower limit on the SUSY breaking scale of Msusy ≥ 238 TeV,
which is much higher than the conventionally assumed value. Indeed, if any evidence for
supersymmetry appears at the LHC energies, the 10 + 126 will be ruled out.
It was suggested in [17] that with a choice of specific Yukawa textures, possible only
in models with 10 + 126 + 120 due to fermion fit constraints, one can accommodate the
proton lifetime bounds while keeping Msusy in the low TeV range. Detailed investigation
of proton decay predictions of this model with Msusy ∼ 5 TeV was carried out in [18], and
the results were found to be promising. The Dirac CP violating phase however was found
to be δCP ∼ −7◦ for the type II case, while the type I fit yielded a value of δCP ∼ −46◦
[18]. Meanwhile, the NOVA and T2K results are providing hints of a larger δCP [19].
In this paper, we discuss three new points beyond the analysis in Ref. [18]: (i) we
explore a much wider domain of parameter space to see if the model can accommodate
larger CP phase. We answer this question in the affirmative for the type I seesaw case and
in the negative for type II case. (ii) We show how the CP phase predictions are correlated
with predictions for proton lifetime. We believe that this result should be interesting since
it is a primary goal of several planned experiments [20–23] to search for both proton decay
and leptonic CP violation, which will then put this interesting class of models “under the
microscope.” (iii) We also discuss how models of this type can provide a solution to the
strong CP problem in a grand unified theory context without the need for an axion. On
this point, we only show the result at the tree level and leave detailed investigation of any
loop effects to a separate investigation.
Our calculation procedure is as follows: using the fermion mass sum rules predicted by
these models, we calculate the GUT scale masses and mixings for the quarks and leptons
and, through minimization of
∑
χ2, attempt to locate fits to fermion sector measurements
with CP phase outputs spanning the range of possible values. We create plots from the
output data to observe which CP phase values are most favorable for the model. We then
use the fermion fit data and varied values for the parameters of the proton decay operators
(both LLLL and RRRR modes) to determine the p→ K+ν¯ partial lifetime corresponding
to each value for the CP phase, which illuminates whether phase values favored by the
fermion sector are also consistent with proton lifetime constraints. We take gaugino masses
to be 300 GeV and squark masses to be 5 TeV, although current data does not require
us to use such high values. Predictions for lower SSB parameters can be easily obtained
using scaling. The results we report can be used to test the model with the forthcoming
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experiments [20–23].
This paper is organized as follows: in Sec. 2 we review the salient features of the model;
Sec. 3 is devoted to a discussion of how CP violation is introduced into this model, and
how our approach hints at a new way to solve the strong CP problem; in Sec. 4 we discuss
proton decay operators in the model; Sec. 5 is devoted to fermion mass fitting and CP
phase predictions in the model; and in Sec. 6, we present our predictions for proton lifetime
and its correlation with the Dirac CP phase. Sec. 7 gives discussion and conclusion.
2 Details of the Model
The supersymmetric SO(10) model we consider has 10-, 126-, and 120-dimensional Higgs
fields with renormalizable Yukawa couplings contributing to fermion masses. The fields are
named here as H, ∆, and Σ, respectively. The relevant Yukawa superpotential terms are
WY 3 hijΨiΨjH + fijΨiΨj∆ + gijΨiΨjΣ, (2.1)
where Ψi is the 16-dimensional matter spinor containing superfields of all the SM fermions
(of one generation) plus the right-handed neutrino, and i is the generation index. Addi-
tional multiplets such as 126(∆), 210(Φ) and 54(S) are needed to break the GUT symme-
try and maintain supersymmetry below the GUT scale down to TeV scale. They contain
in their decompositions color triplets that contribute to proton decay, as well as SU(2)
doublets that contribute to the effective MSSM Higgs doublets, but they do not contribute
to fermion masses.
All the doublets contained in the decompositions of H, ∆, Σ, and the other GUT-scale
Higgs fields mix with each other in the mass matrix MD defined by ϕTuMD ϕd, which is
diagonalized by the bi-unitary rotation UMDVT . One linear combination each of the ϕu,d
fields becomes the nearly massless MSSM Higgs doublet Hu,d, while the other combinations
remain heavy. For Hu,d to remain light, the condition detMD ∼ 0 is necessary.
The full details of the mass matrices in terms of GUT-scale vevs and parameters are
given for this type of model in [24]. The resulting effective Dirac fermion mass matrices
can be written as [7]
Mu = h˜+ r2f˜ + r3g˜
Md = r1
tanβ
(h˜+ f˜ + g˜)
Me = r1
tanβ
(h˜− 3f˜ + ceg˜)
MνD = h˜− 3r2f˜ + cν g˜, (2.2)
with tanβ = vu/vd, where vu,d are vevs of the MSSM fields Hu,d. For λ = h, f, g, the
couplings λ˜ij are related to λij from eq. (2.1) by
[17]
h˜ ≡ V11h vu; f˜ ≡ U14fvu
r1
√
3
; g˜ ≡ U12 + U13/
√
3
r1
g vu, (2.3)
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where 1/ tanβ takes vu → vd for down-type fields; the vev ratios ri and c` are given by
r1 ≡ U11V11 ; r2 ≡ r1
V15
U14 ; r3 ≡ r1
V12 − V13/
√
3
U12 + U13/
√
3
;
ce ≡ U12 − U13
√
3
U12 + U13/
√
3
; cν ≡ r1 V12 + V13
√
3
U12 + U13/
√
3
, (2.4)
The full neutrino mass matrix is determined by both Majorana mass terms in the
superpotential and the Dirac mass contribution given in eq. (2.2). The light masses can be
generally given by a combination of the type-I and type-II seesaw mechanisms, involving
the vevs of both left- and right-handed Majorana terms:
Mν = vLf −MνD (vRf)−1 (MνD)T , (2.5)
where vL,R are the vevs of the SM-triplet ∆L and singlet ∆R, respectively, in 126. We will
separately consider cases of type-II (vL term) and type-I (1/vR term) dominance. Note that
the presence of the f coupling in both terms intimately connects the neutrino mass matrix
properties to those of the charged sector matrices, making the model quite predictive. Also
note we will consider only normal mass hierarchy in this analysis, which arises naturally in
this class of models.
3 CP Violation, Strong CP, and Yukawa Texture
In our phenomenological analysis, we will assume that h˜, f˜ are real and g˜ is imaginary.
Note that in the original model of this type with 120, we could always choose hii to be
real, but to make fij real and gij imaginary, we have to rely on some extra assumptions.
We could view this choice simply as a way to fit observations; however, we argue below
that this choice for the mass matrix parameters could arise from an underlying symmetry
of the theory. We discuss two potential paths to obtaining CP violation naturally, and find
that one of the ways could provide a path to resolution of the strong CP problem without
the need for an axion. We show that in this case, the θ-parameter is zero only at the tree
level due to Hermiticity of the quark mass matrices; we defer a detailed discussion of this
issue to a latter paper.
3.1 CP Violation and Potential Solution to Strong CP
In this subsection we discuss the first approach to CP violation in the model. First we
assume that theory is invariant under CP transformation of the fields as seen in Table 1,
so that CP is spontaneously broken.
We supplement this transformation with a Z2 symmetry under which only the ∆(126)
field is odd while all other fields are even. Invariance under this symmetry implies that
Yukawa couplings h, f are real and g is imaginary. After GUT symmetry breaking, one
linear combination of the SM Higgs doublet fields remains massless, and it contains no
– 5 –
Field CP transform
Ψ(16) Ψ∗(16)
H(10) H∗(10)
∆¯(126) ∆¯∗(126)
∆(126) −∆∗(126)
Σ(120) −Σ∗(120)
A(45) −A∗(45)
S(54) S∗(54)
X(1) X∗(1)
Table 1. CP transformations of the superfields of the theory in the first approach.
complex parameters. To see this, first note that we do not have a 210 Higgs superfield in
the theory. The superpotential for the symmetry breaking sector can then be written as:
W =
∑
ϕ
Mϕ ϕ
2 + λ1X (A
2 −M2U ) + λ2 Σ A H+
λ3
Λ
∆¯ A2H + λ5 S A A + λ6 S H H +
1
Λ
(∆∆¯)2
+λ7 S∆∆ + λ8 S∆¯∆¯ (3.1)
with ϕ = H,Σ,A, S.
Note that all superpotential parameters are real, and therefore we expect all resulting
vevs to be real; furthermore, no new phases are expected to “sneak” in during the process of
deriving the low-energy effective Lagrangian. After breaking the SM symmetry by the vevs
of the Higgs fields (expected to be real), the resulting quark mass matrices are Hermitian
at tree level and therefore have Arg (Det Mq) = 0, which gives no contribution to the
strong CP phase θ at tree level; additionally, due to reality of all the parameters in the
superpotential, all heavy colored fermions also have real masses, so there is no contribution
to the tree-level from them either. Thus at tree level θ = 0 at the GUT scale [25], and the
model has the potential to give a solution for the strong CP problem without the need for
an axion.
The loop effects (or RGE effects) on θ are currently under study and are beyond the
scope of this paper; for now we simply use this result to justify our choice for the form of
the Yukawa couplings.
3.2 CP Violation from Vacuum CP Phase
A second approach to CP violation is to assume that the theory is again invariant under
CP × Z2, but instead all fields transform as Φ → Φ∗ under CP. This implies that the
matrices h and f are real and symmetric matrices and g is real and anti-symmetric. In this
case, the 45 field A responsible for GUT symmetry breaking gets an imaginary vev via the
F-term of a singlet X, through the superpotential term λX (A2 +M2U ) (note the change of
sign within the bracket compared to the corresponding term in eq. (3.1)). This imaginary
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vev leads to an imaginary mixing term between the doublets Hu,d and Σu,d from 10 and
120, respectively. Then, by redefining the doublets in 120 by Σu,d → iΣu,d and keeping
all other fields as they are, the effective Yukawa coupling of 120 doublets to matter fields
becomes imaginary, whereas all other Yukawa couplings remain real. Below the GUT scale,
the two linear combinations that become the MSSM doublets have all coefficients real since
their mass matrices are real. In the language of mixings Uij , one sees that U12,13 and V12,13
are imaginary and all other elements real. Whether this case is also a potential solution
to strong CP is not clear due to the color triplet fields having also imaginary coefficients
after redefinition.
3.3 Parameter counting
With either of the above choices of symmetry, and in the absence of any texture assump-
tions, the mass matrices for the fermions are now Hermitian and contain a total of 12
parameters from Yukawa couplings; seven additional parameters from doublet vevs, in-
cluding vL in the type-II contribution, bring the total number of parameters to 18; finally,
three more parameters arise once we account for threshold effects, bringing the total to 21.
To reduce the number of parameters, and also to ameliorate the proton decay problem
of these models, we consider the reduced Yukawa texture proposed and analyzed in [17]
and further studied in [18]. The proposed [17] texture has the form
h˜ =
 0 0
M
 , f˜ =
∼ 0 ∼ 0 f˜13∼ 0 f˜22 f˜23
f˜13 f˜23 f˜33
 ,
g˜ = i
 0 g˜12 g˜13−g˜12 0 g˜23
−g˜13 −g˜23 0
 , (3.2)
where we note that h˜ is an explicitly rank-1 matrix, with M ∼ mt; thus, at first order, the
10 Higgs contributes to the third generation masses and nothing more.
The above matrices have 10 parameters (with f11 and f12 small but nonzero and not
shown in the above equation), so taken in combination with vL and the vev mixing ratios
ri and c`, the model has a total of 16 parameters. Correspondingly, there are 18 measured
parameters associated with the physical fermions, with limits on the Dirac CP phase in
the PMNS matrix beginning to materialize. Hence, we would like to predict 19 observables
in the fermion sector. The model is surprisingly close to fitting all 19 values with its 16
parameters, but ultimately the inclusion of SUSY threshold corrections, which provides
three additional parameters (expected to be significant for large tanβ), are needed to get a
good fit [26]; they provide the model with the three additional degrees of freedom needed to
accommodate all 19 observables, without tension from squark and Higgs mass constraints
in the MSSM sectors [26] [18].
Note that the magnitude constraints on the fij and gij required by the texture ensatz,
as well as phenomenological constraints on the threshold corrections [26], prevent a true
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∑
χ2 = 0 fit to the data despite the sufficient naive match between input and output
counts.
4 Proton Decay in the Model
The baryon-number violating operators leading to proton decay with which we are con-
cerned in this paper follow from the presence of SU(3) color-triplets
(
3,1,−13
)
+ c.c in
the decompositions of the GUT Higgs fields; these triplets mix with each other in a mass
matrix MT , which is diagonalized by the bi-unitary rotation X MDYT . Two exotic types
of triplets also lead to B- or L-violating vertices,
(
3,1,−43
)
+ c.c, which interact with two
up-type or two down-type RH singlet fermions, and
(
3,3,−13
)
+ c.c, with a pair of LH
doublets. The exotic triplets mix in their own respective (2×2) matrices. All such triplets
are expected to be heavy with masses near the GUT scale.
Exchange of conjugate pairs of any of these triplets leads to operators that change two
quarks into an anti-quark and a lepton; such operators are numerically dominant over the
corresponding exchange of the scalar superpartners of these triplets, and may be so over
gauge boson exchange as well. Figure 1 shows Feynman diagrams for two examples of the
operators in question.
The corresponding d = 5 effective superpotential is
W∆B=1 = abc
MT
(
ĈLijklQ
a
iQ
b
jQ
c
kLl + Ĉ
R
[ijk]lU
C a
i D
C b
j U
C c
k E
C
l
)
, (4.1)
where i, j, k, l = 1, 2, 3 are the generation indices and a, b, c = 1, 2, 3 are the color indices.
This potential has ∆L = 1 in addition to ∆B = 1 and so also has ∆(B−L) = 0. MT ∼MU
is a generic GUT-scale mass for the triplets. The left-handed term expands to
W∆B=1 3 abc
MT
(
ĈL{[ij}k]lU
a
i D
b
jU
c
kEl − ĈL{i[j}k]lUai DbjDckNl
)
, (4.2)
where N is the left-handed neutrino superfield. The anti-symmetrizing of indices in the
CR operator from (4.1) and here in the CL reflects the non-vanishing contribution from
the contraction of the color indices. The symmetrization in i, j in the CL comes as a result
of the doublet contractions.
The effective operator coefficients Cijkl are of the form
CLijkl =
∑
a
(
Xa1h+ Xa4f +
√
2Xa3 g
)
ij
(Ya1h+ Ya5f )kl + exotic terms; (4.3)
CRijkl =
∑
a
(
Xa1h−Xa4f +
√
2Xa2 g
)
ij
[
Ya1h−
(
Ya5 −
√
2Ya6
)
f +
√
2 (Ya3 − Ya2) g
]
kl
+ exotic terms (4.4)
where the matrices X and Y are those that diagonalize the triplet mass matrix; hence
elements of those matrices will be between 0 and 1. These elements are algebraic combina-
tions of the various GUT scale masses and couplings; again the details of their properties
can be seen in [24]. Nearly all such parameters are essentially unconstrained and can be
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HT HT
Qk
Ll
Qj
Qi
x0hˆkl hˆij
MH
HT ∆T
UCk
ECl
DCj
UCi
x4hˆkl fˆij
Φ210
Figure 1. Examples of superfield diagrams that lead to proton decay in this model. The hats on the
couplings indicate mass basis, and the parameters xi contain the triplet mixing information unique to the
specific pairing of couplings present in each diagram (see below).
taken as arbitrary for the purposes of our analysis. The one exception here is the product
Xa1Ya1 ∼MH , which is fixed by the tuning condition for MD discussed above. As a result,
the value of this product needs to be generally O(1).
Due to the largely unconstrained nature of the remaining parameters, it is typical to
re-cast the Cijkl coefficients in the following parametrization:
CLijkl = x0hijhkl + x1fijfkl − x3hijfkl − x4fijhkl + y5fijgkl + y7hijgkl
+ y9gikfjl + y10gikgjl.
CRijkl = x0hijhkl + x1fijfkl + x2gijgkl + x3hijfkl + x4fijhkl + x5fijgkl
+ x6gijfkl + x7hijgkl + x8gijhkl + x9filgjk + x10gilgjk, (4.5)
where x0 ≡ Xa1Ya1 ∼ 1. Note that several identifications have already been made here:
y0,1 = x0,1 and y3,4 = −x3,4; the would-be parameters y2,6,8 = 0. The parameters x9,10 and
y9,10 correspond to the exotic triplets; the indices of those terms are connected in unique
ways as a result of the distinct contractions of fields.
The couplings h, f, g as written correspond to matter fields in the flavor basis and
undergo unitary rotations in the change to mass basis, as indicated by the hats on ĈL,R in
eqs. (4.1) and (4.2) above. For more general Yukawa textures, this change of basis does not
alter the prescription significantly, and so the corresponding rotations are often overlooked
in similar analyses; for this work however the rank-1 nature of the 10 coupling results in an
increased sensitivity to the basis change, and so it cannot be safely ignored. I will return to
the details of the pertinent rotations in basis after introducing the contributing operators.
4.1 Dressed Operators
The pertinent superfield operators are realized at leading order through conjugate pairs of
Higgsino triplet mediators, and the outgoing squarks and sleptons interact with gauginos
or (SUSY) Higgsinos to produce the corresponding outgoing fermions, as seen in Figure 2.
The resulting d = 6 effective operators have the four-fermion form needed to enable proton
decay.
– 9 –
e˜l c˜, t˜
φ˜T φ˜T
W˜− W˜+
u
νl
d
d
(a)
(s˜, d˜), b˜
h˜+u
u˜i
h˜−d
φ˜T φ˜T
νl
uC
(d, s)
(sC , dC)
(b)
d˜Cj
φ˜T
c˜C , t˜C
φ˜T
h˜0d h˜
0
u
uC
s
eCl
u
(c)
Figure 2. Examples of dressed diagrams leading to proton decay in the model. Diagram (a) shows a
contribution to p→ pi+ν¯l; integrating out the triplets gives an effective operator of type CLudue. Diagram
(b) shows a CLuddν-type operator contributing to K+ν¯l. Diagram (c) shows a C
RuCdCuCeC-type operator
contributing to K0e+l , for l = 1, 2. Note where more than one field is listed, each choice gives a separate
contributing channel, except for the dependent exchange of (s↔ d) in (b).
Depending on the sfermions present, diagrams may in principle be dressed with gluinos,
Winos, Binos, or Higgsinos.1 Gluino, Bino, and W˜ 0 operators can contribute to only the
p → K+ν¯l mode, through the UDSN operator (left-handed only), due to generation
diagonality of the interactions and generation anti-symmetry of the quarks in the Cijkl.
Furthermore, those contributions from gluino- and Bino-dressed operators vanish by Fierz
identity under the universality assumption [18].
Charged Wino and both charged and neutral Higgsinos contribute to significantly
more channels due to the possibility for generation-mixing through unitary matrix and
Yukawa factors, respectively, although they come at the price of suppression from off-
diagonal elements of pairs of those factors, e.g. Udk2 U
u
l1 or y
u
l1 y
d
l1. However, the sparse or
hierarchical texture of the GUT Yukawas leads to a very large spread in the magnitudes
of the Cijkl values, and so there is no general dominance of the operators without such
suppression factors over those with them.
Higgsino-dressed operators will generally contribute through both left- and right-
handed channels, and interference is present among any group with all external legs of
matching chiralities. Because we are deliberately choosing large tanβ to examine the most
general scenario, there is no overall suppression of right-handed operators present in the
analysis. Hence, we will make no a priori assumptions about the significance of their
contributions, and have rather examined all contributions explicitly.
Two remaining restrictions that apply here are: (a) since the mass terms for the W
1We give this discussion in terms of B˜, W˜ 0, and h˜±,0u,d , rather than χ˜
± and χ˜0i , because (a) we assume
universal mass spectrum for superpartners to satisfy FCNC constraints, meaning the mass and flavor
eigenstates coincide for the gauge bosons, and (b) chargino and neutralino masses differ from MSUSY by
O(1) factors as long as gaugino soft masses are relatively small compared to MSUSY . These assumptions
simplify computations with little affect on the numerical factors.
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and the SUSY Higgs couple W+ to W− and Hu to Hd, one will not see contributions
from triplet operators with sfermions of like SU(2) flavor, and (b) one will not see the
triplet operator u˜due˜ dressed by h˜± nor ud˜dν˜ dressed by h˜0 because each would result in
an outgoing left-handed anti-neutrino.
We can write the operator for any pertinent decay mode as a generic Wino- or Hig-
gsino coefficient times one of several flavor-specific sub-operators; the forms of the general
operators are
O
W˜
=
(
iα2
4pi
)(
1
MT
)
I
(
M
W˜
,mq˜
)
CA
W˜
(4.6)
and
Oh˜ =
(
i
16pi2
)(
1
MT
)
I (µ,mq˜)C
A
h˜
, (4.7)
where2
I(a, b) =
a
b2−a2
{
1 +
a2
b2−a2 log
(a
b
)}
,
and the sub-operators CA are, for the neutral Wino: 3
C I
W˜ 0
= abc(u
T aC−1 sc) ĈL1[12]l (d
T bC−1 νl)
C II
W˜ 0
= abc(u
T aC−1 db) ĈL1[12]l (s
T cC−1 νl) (4.8)
for the (charged) Wino:
C I
W˜±
=
1
2
(u dj) Ĉ
L
[ij1]l U
d
ii′ U
ν
ll′ (di′ νl′)
C II
W˜±
=
1
2
(u el) Ĉ
L
[1jk]l U
d
kk′ U
u
j1 (dk′ u)
C III
W˜±
= −1
2
(u dk) Ĉ
L
1[jk]l U
u
j1 U
e
ll′ (u el′)
C IV
W˜±
= −1
2
(dj νl) Ĉ
L
i[jk]l U
d
ii′ U
u
k1 (di′ u) (4.9)
for the charged Higgsino:
C I
h˜± = (u el) Ĉ
L
[1jk]l y
d †
kk′ y
u †
j1 (d
C
k′ u
C)
C II
h˜± = −(u dk) ĈL1[jk]l y
u †
j1 y
e †
ll′ (u
C eCl′)
C III
h˜± = −(dj νl) ĈLi[jk]l y
d †
ii′ y
u †
k1 (d
C
i′ u
C)
C IV
h˜± = (u
C d Cj ) Ĉ
R
[ij1]l y
u
ii′ y
e
ll′ (di′ νl′)
C V
h˜± = (u
C eCl ) Ĉ
R
[1jk]l y
u
kk′ y
d
j1 (dk′ u) (4.10)
2One might notice that this expression for I(a, b) differs from what is usually given in the literature for
analogous proton decay expressions; the discrepancy is due to inclusion of the universal mass assumption
prior to evaluating the loop integral.
3We include the spinor and color details for the neutral Wino operators, but suppress them afterward.
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and for the neutral Higgsino:
C I
h˜0
= −(u dk) ĈL[ij1]l yu †i1 ye †ll′ (uC eCl′)
C II
h˜0
= −(u el) ĈL[1jk]l yd †kk′ yu †j1 (d Ck′ uC)
C III
h˜0
= (dj νl) Ĉ
L
i[jk]l y
u †
i1 y
d †
kk′ (u
C d Ck′)
C IV
h˜0
= −(uC d Cj ) ĈR[ij1]l yui1 yell′ (u el)
C V
h˜0
= −(uC eCl ) ĈR[1jk]l yuk1 ydjj′ (u dj′) (4.11)
Again the hats on ĈL,R indicate hˆ, fˆ , gˆ are rotated to the mass basis, which I will discuss
in detail shortly. Note that UDUE and UDDN operators generally differ by a sign, as do
diagrams dressed by h˜±u,d and h˜
0
u,d. These sign differences lead to cancellations within the
absolute squared sums of interfering diagrams, and even cancellation of entire diagrams
with each other in some cases.
The corresponding Feynman diagrams for all non-vanishing channels for the K+ν¯l,
K0`+, pi+ν¯l, and pi
0`+ modes are catalogued in the Appendix of [18]. All non-negligible
contributions used here in the analysis are catalogued in Appendix B.
Note that since the SUSY Yukawas yf present in the CA are not physically determined,
we define approximations to the Yukawas by using weak scale masses rotated by GUT-scale
Uf (which are determined by our fermion sector fitting):
yu =
1
vu
Uu
(
Mwku
)D
U †u,
where vu = vwk sinβ, or, in component notation,
yuij =
1
vu
∑
k
muk U
u
ik U
u ∗
jk , (4.12)
with similar expressions for yd and ye.
We used mass values from the current PDG [28]; light masses were run to the 1-GeV
scale, and top and bottom masses were taken on-shell.
Note that since the Yukuwa factors always appear in pairs of opposite flavor in the
Higgsino operators, and since 1sinβ cosβ ' tanβ for large β, the Higgsino contributions to
proton decay ∼ tan2 β
v4wk
for this model.
4.2 Rotation to Mass Basis
There are generally two distinct mass-basis rotations possible for each of the UDUE -,
UDDN -, and UCDCUCEC-type triplet operators; the difference between the two depends
on whether the operator is “oriented” (i.e., in the diagram) such that the lepton is a
scalar. For a given orientation, a unitary matrix corresponding to the fermionic field at
one vertex in the triplet operator will rotate every coupling present in CL,R pertaining to
that vertex; an analogous rotation will happen for the other vertex in the operator. For
example, looking at the pi+ν¯l channel in Figure 2(a), every coupling λij (λ = h, f, g) from
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CLijkl present at the φ˜T vertex will be rotated by U
d; similarly all κkl present at the φ˜T
vertex will be rotated by Uu.
The down quark field shown is a mass eigenstate quark resulting from unitary the
rotation, which we can interpret as a linear combination of flavor eigenstates: dj = U
d
jm d
′
m,
with j = 1; applying the same thinking to the up quark, we can also write uTk = u
′T
p U
uT
pk ,
with k = 1. To work out the details of the rotations, we can start with the d = 5 operator
written in terms of flavor states4,
∑
a xa(u˜i λ
a
im d
′
m)(u
′
pκ
a
pl e˜l), where I have expanded C
L
impl
in terms of its component couplings and chosen the indices with the malice of forethought;
now we can write ∑
a
xa(u˜
T
i C
−1λaim d
′
m)(u
′T
p κ
a
pl C
−1 e˜l)
=
∑
a
xa(u˜
T
i C
−1 λaim U
d †
mj︸ ︷︷ ︸
≡ λˆaij
Udjn d
′
n︸ ︷︷ ︸
dj
)(u′Tp U
uT
pk︸ ︷︷ ︸
uTk
Uu ∗kq κ
a
ql︸ ︷︷ ︸
≡ κˆakl
C−1 e˜l).
Using the new definitions for λˆ, we can see that the rotated coefficient ĈL corresponding
to the expression in eq. (4.5) has become
ĈLijkl = x0hˆij hˆkl + x1fˆij fˆkl − x3hˆij fˆkl + . . .
= x0(hU
†
d)ij(U
∗
uh)kl + x1(f U
†
d)ij(U
∗
uf)kl − x3(hU †d)ij(U∗uf)kl + . . . (4.13)
Note that this version of ĈL is only valid for UDUE-type operators with this orientation
in the diagram, namely, those with a scalar e˜; there is an analogous pair of rotations for
UDUE with a scalar down and fermionic lepton, as well as two each for UDDN and
UCDCUCEC , for a total of six possible schemes.
4.3 Proton Decay Width
The full proton decay width τ
(
p→ M¯`) (where M = K,pi is the final meson state) can be
written as
Γ =
1
4pi
β2H (ALAS)
2
(|O
W˜
| 2 + |Oh˜| 2
)
p, (4.14)
where
• O
W˜
and Oh˜ are the operators given in (4.6) and (4.7).
• The Hadronic factor β2H is defined by 〈M| (qq)q |p〉 ∼ βHPup; the parameter is dis-
cussed extensively in works such as [30] and [31]; its value is now most commonly
found in the range (0.006 - 0.03), with a tendency to prefer βH ∼ 0.015, as seen in
[30]. We will take a slightly favorable approach and use βH = 0.008.
• The factors AL and AS account for the renormalization of the d = 6 dressed oper-
ators from Mp → MSUSY and MSUSY → MU , respectively; their values have been
calculated in the literature as AL = 0.4 and AS = 0.9-1.0 [33].
4Recall the scalars are both mass and flavor eigenstates under the universal mass assumption
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• In the rest frame of the proton, the external momentum p = |p| ≡ −pM = p` is given
by
p ' Mp
2
(
1− m
2
M
M2p
)
, (4.15)
where we have assumed m2`  |p| 2 (which is only marginally valid for mµ but clearly
so for me). Note that p ∼Mp/2 for pion modes, but that value is reduced by a factor
of ∼ 25% for kaon modes.
Let us make one further definition to allow for clear statement of the working formulae
for the partial decay widths of the proton. We define CA as extended forms of the Cijkl by
CA
W˜
= CA
W˜
(qq)(q`)
CA
h˜
= CA
h˜
(qq)(q`) (4.16)
so that these coefficients contain the Uf or yf factors as well as the Cijkl of the C
A operators
in (4.8)-(4.11). This gives us the ability to easily translate an operator expression like 5
O
W˜
(K+ν¯) '
(
iα2
4pi
)
1
MT
(
M
W˜
m2q˜
)
{C I
W˜
+ C IV
W˜
} (4.17)
into a partial decay width statement,
Γ
W˜
(p→ K+ν¯) ' 1
4pi
(α2
4pi
)2 1
M2T
(
M
W˜
m2q˜
)2
β2H (ALAS)
2 p |CI
W˜
+ CIV
W˜
| 2, (4.18)
without losing either information or readability. Hence, we can now present relatively com-
pact and intelligible expressions for the Wino- and Higgsino-dressed partial decay widths
of the proton for generic mode p→ M¯`:
Γ
W˜
(p→ M¯`) ' 1
4pi
(α2
4pi
)2 1
M2T
(
M
W˜
m2q˜
)2
β2H (ALAS)
2 p
∣∣∣ ∑
A∈M¯`
CA
W˜
∣∣∣ 2 (4.19)
Γh˜(p→ M¯`) '
1
4pi
(
1
16pi2
)2 1
M2T
(
µ
m2q˜
)2
β2H (ALAS)
2 p
∣∣∣ ∑
A∈M¯`
CA
h˜
∣∣∣ 2. (4.20)
For the numerical analysis, we used the generic values
MT = 2×1016 GeV, MW˜ = µ = 300 GeV, mq˜ = 5 TeV.
Like our choice for tanβ, these choices for µ and mq˜ are chosen to yield deliberately strict
constraints in order to hold the model to the highest feasible scrutiny; i.e., we are presenting
the “worst case scenario” for the model.
Also, let us repeat here that because of the two SUSY Yukawa coupling factors in the
CA
h˜
, which always come in opposite flavor,
Γh˜ ∝
(
1
v2wk sinβ cosβ
)2
∼ tan
2 β
v4wk
.
5Here, we use the approximation I
(
MW˜ ,mq˜
) ∼MW˜ /m2q˜ for the loop integral factor.
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Finally, note that because the Higgsino vertices change the chiralities of the outgoing
fermions, there can be no interference between Wino- and Higgsino-dressed diagrams, as
suggested by eq. (4.14); however, since diagrams for the right-handed CR operators have
outgoing left-handed fermions by the same Higgsino mechanism, diagrams for CR- and CL-
type operators with the same external particles of matching chiralities do interfere with
each other, and so all such contributions to a given mode do in fact go into the same
absolute-squared sum factor, as suggested by eq. (4.20).
5 Fermion Fitting and Leptonic CP Violation
Our first computational goal with this model was to understand its preferences and flex-
ibility in predicting a value for the neutrino sector CP phase for experimental agreement
with all known fermion parameters. Because of the beginning trend in the data, we placed
some focus on phase values in the large negative range, i.e. with sin δCP ∼ 1; however,
given the current uncertainty in the measured value, we also wanted to consider the entire
range of possibilities.
By diagonalizing the mass matrices given in eq. (2.2), with the Yukawa textures shown
in (3.2), one can obtain the GUT-scale fermion masses and mixing angles for a given
set of values for the mass matrix parameters hij , fij , ri, etc. To find a best fit to the
experimental data, we use the Minuit tool library for Python [34, 35] to minimize the
sum of chi-squares for neutrino mass-squared differences ∆m221 (aka ∆m
2) and ∆m232 (aka
∆m2atm) and the PMNS mixing angles as well as the mass eigenvalues and CKM mixing
angles in the charged-fermion sector.
5.0.1 Numerical Methods.
Because the input parameter space of the model is large and highly non-linear, and because
our minimization tools depend on a measurement of the local gradient, our choices for
initial values in any search are likely to affect the output results. In order to ensure a
high likelihood for finding global minima, after setting some rough initial values for the
inputs using analytical arguments, we use an iterative systematic approach in refining those
values.
Furthermore, for this analysis, since we were interested in the full range of possibilities
for the CP phase output, we chose multiple initial positions within the parameter space
from which to perform our minimization. Our specific choices result in three distinct values
for the CP phase while approximating the remaining fermion sector to a crude but sufficient
degree for initialization.
The three initial inputs are given in Table 2.
From each starting position, we search for a series of potential fits by iteratively in-
cluding a “target” value for the PMNS Jarlskog invariant from the interval
Jν = [−0.03466, 0.03466], which corresponds to the entire range of possible phase values
−1 ≤ sin δCP ≤ 1. The target is implemented by including Jν in the sum of chi-squares
for the outputs. Once the best fit is found, this hypothetical Jν contribution to the sum
of chi-squares is subtracted out to obtain the true value for the fit.
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Init #1 Init #2 Init #3
M (GeV) 80.2 76.1 79.0
f˜11 (GeV) 0.0055 0.01013 0.0145
f˜12 (GeV) 0.0965 -0.089 0.064
f˜13 (GeV) 0.608 0.9397 1.55
f˜22 (GeV) 1.094 0.866 1.32
f˜23 (GeV) 1.21 1.4884 -0.75
f˜33 (GeV) 1.51 3.55 -3.95
g˜12 (GeV) 0.26 0.20 0.359
g˜13 (GeV) 0.08 0.0535 0.013
g˜23 (GeV) 0.178 0.35 -0.01
r1/ tanβ 0.0215 0.0247 0.0175
r2 0.191 0.24414 0.159
r3 0.0108 0.006 0.0213
ce 0.355 -3.328 -3.05
cν 153.87 45.218 127.0
δmb (GeV) -24.5 -28.0 -10.25
δVcb (GeV) 0.88 0.515 1.07
δVub (GeV) -0.195 -0.844 -1.0
Table 2. Initial values for the model input parameters at the GUT scale with type-I seesaw. Label colors
correspond to those in the plots to follow.
We fit to Type-I and type-II seesaw neutrino masses separately and so report the
results for each accordingly. Note that throughout the analysis, we take vu = 117.8 GeV,
calculated with tanβ = 55 and with vwk run to the GUT scale [36].
5.0.2 A Note on Threshold Corrections.
Threshold corrections at the SUSY scale are ∝ tanβ, and so should be large in this analysis
[38]. The most substantial correction is to the bottom quark mass, which is dominated by
gluino and chargino loop contributions; this correction also induces changes to the CKM
matrix elements involving the third generation. The explicit forms of these corrections
can be seen in a previous work on a related model [26]. Additionally, smaller off-diagonal
threshold corrections to the third generation parts ofMd result in small corrections to the
down and strange masses as well as further adjustments to the CKM elements. All such
corrections can be parametrized in the model by
M′d =Md +
r1
tanβ
 0 0 δVub0 0 δVcb
δVub δVcb δmb
 , (5.1)
where Md is given by eq. (2.2). If we simply take this augmented form for Md as part of
the model input, the δ parameters can be taken as free parameters, up to some constraints,
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which can then aid in the fitting. Their fit values induce constraints on the Higgs and the
light stop and sbottom masses. The implications of this implementation were considered
in detail for a related model in [26]; in comparing to that work, one can determine for
this model that large tanβ and relatively small threshold corrections result in weak and
less interesting constraints on the Higgs and squark masses, so we will not consider them
further in this analysis.
5.1 Fit Results for Type I Seesaw
If one takes vR <∼ 1016 GeV and vL  1 eV, then the type-I contribution is dominant over
the type-II contribution, and eq. (2.5) becomes
Mν ' −MνD (vRf)−1 (MνD)T , (5.2)
In our initial searches, several similar fermion sector fits were obtained with Dirac phase
values of δCP ∼ −65◦. Table 3 gives the values for the adjusted model input parameters
for one example of such a type-I fit, and Table 4 gives the corresponding output values
for the fermion parameters. The precise value for the 126 vev used in this fit is vR =
1.21×1015 GeV.
To further explore the nature of CP phase in the model, we created scatter plots of
sum of chi-squares vs CP phase for the search methods described above in 5.0.1. From
the same data, we also made plots of neutrino mixing angles θ13 and θ23 vs corresponding
phase value. These plots are given in Figures 3 and 4.
We can see from these results that in principle, the model can accommodate virtually
any value for the CP phase in the range −70◦ ≤ δ ≤ +80◦ while still satisfying all exper-
imental constraints. Closer inspection shows however certain preferred values or ranges,
including large negative phases −60◦ ≤ δ ≤ −40◦ as well as δ ∼ −15◦. The former is
certainly part of a robust region of parameter space, which was explored thoroughly and
includes the sample fit given in Tables 3 and 4.
M (GeV) 79.33 r1/ tanβ 0.023735
f˜11 (GeV) 0.014373 r2 0.2022
f˜12 (GeV) 0.097515 r3 0.0199
f˜13 (GeV) 0.56460 ce -1.4963
f˜22 (GeV) 1.0219 cν 24.317
f˜23 (GeV) 0.0926 δmb (GeV) -28.00
f˜33 (GeV) 3.85295 δVcb (GeV) -1.495
g˜12 (GeV) 0.26397 δVub (GeV) 0.21557
g˜13 (GeV) 0.22252
g˜23 (GeV) 1.02642
Table 3. Best-fit values for the model parameters at the GUT scale for a sample model fit with type-I
seesaw.
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best fit exp value best fit exp value
mu (MeV) 0.7246 0.72
+0.12
−0.15 Vus 0.22427 0.2243± 0.0016
mc (MeV) 208.6 210.5
+15.1
−21.2 Vub 0.0030 0.0032± 0.0005
mt (GeV) 80.113 80.45
+2.9 ∗
−2.6 Vcb 0.03497 0.0351± 0.0013
md (MeV) 1.515 0.930± 0.38∗ J × 10−5 2.29 2.2± 0.6
ms (MeV) 24.47 17.6
+4.9 ∗
−4.7 ∆m
2
21/∆m
2
32 0.0308 0.0309± 0.0015
mb (GeV) 1.311 1.24± 0.06∗ θ13 (◦) 9.397 8.88± 0.385
me (MeV) 0.3565 0.3565
+0.0002
−0.001 θ12 (
◦) 33.62 33.5± 0.8
mµ (MeV) 75.297 75.29
+0.05
−0.19 θ23 (
◦) 43.79 44.1± 3.06
mτ (GeV) 1.61 1.63
+0.04
−0.03 δCP (
◦) -67∑
χ2 3.16
Table 4. Best-fit values for the charged fermion masses, solar-to-atmospheric mass squared ratio, and
CKM and PMNS mixing parameters for a sample fit with Type-I seesaw. The 1σ experimental values are
shown [36] (∗ - [37]), [28]; masses and mixings are extrapolated to the GUT scale using the MSSM RGEs.
Note that the fit values for the bottom quark mass and the CKM mixing parameters involving the third
generation shown here include threshold corrections.
∑
χ2 vs δCP for Type I Seesaw
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∑ χ2
Figure 3. Comparisons of the Dirac CP phase angle to sum of chi squares for the model in the type-I
seesaw case. Each color represents results for a different set of initial values for the input parameters.
Notably absent is the maximal negative value of sin δCP = −1, which may have exper-
imental implications in the coming years.
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Reactor and Atmospheric Angles vs δCP for Type I Seesaw
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Figure 4. Comparisons of the Dirac CP phase angle to neutrino mixing angles θ13,23 the model in the
type-I seesaw case. Each color represents results for a different set of initial values for the input parameters.
5.1.1 Raw Couplings contributing to Proton Decay
In order to calculate the Cijkl proton decay coefficients, we need the “raw” Yukawa cou-
plings, h, f, g, which are obtained from the dimensionful couplings, h˜, f˜ , g˜, from the rela-
tionships given in eq. (2.3), which are obtained directly from the fit; There is some freedom
in the values of the elements of the matrices U , V from the viewpoint of this predominantly
phenomenological analysis, but they are constrained by both unitarity and the ratios ri
and c`, which have been fixed by the fermion fit. Again, see [17] for details, or see [26] for
an example of such a calculation. The resulting dimensionless couplings corresponding to
this type-I fit are are
h =
 0 0
1.6838
 f =
 0.00019072 0.00129401 0.007492140.00129401 0.01356053 0.00122855
0.00749214 0.00122855 0.05112795

g = i
 0 0.02975586 0.02508341−0.02975586 0 0.11570158
−0.02508341 −0.11570158 0
 (5.3)
Here, we see f11 ∼ 0, but f12, f13, and g12 are large enough to seem unfavorable for proton
decay. In the end, these factors are suppressed by other means, which we will discuss in
Section 6.
5.2 Fit Results for Type II Seesaw
If one takes the 126 SM-singlet vev vR >∼ 1017 GeV (i.e., the GUT scale), and the triplet
vev vL ∼ 1 eV, then the type-II contribution (vL term) in eq. (2.5) dominates over the
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type-I contribution (vR term) by an average of two orders of magnitude in the neutrino
mass matrix; therefore eq. (2.5) reduces to
Mν ' vLf (5.4)
Initial searches here were based on the fit from [18], which gave a small negative CP
phase value. Tables 5 and 6 give that fit as a sample here, which uses a precise value for
the ∆L vev of vL = 1.316 eV.
M (GeV) 106.6 r1/ tanβ 0.014601
f11 (GeV) -0.045564 r2 0.0090315
f12 (GeV) 0.048871 r3 1.154
f13 (GeV) -0.59148 ce -2.5342
f22 (GeV) -2.06035 cν n/a
f23 (GeV) -1.4013 δmb (GeV) -22.740
f33 (GeV) -1.40644 δVcb (GeV) 1.2237
g12 (GeV) 0.018797 δVub (GeV) 4.2783
g13 (GeV) -0.92510
g23 (GeV) -3.8353
Table 5. Best fit values for the input parameters at the GUT scale for a sample fit with type-II seesaw
(taken from [18]).
Performance of the type II model beyond this point was largely unsuccessful. We
were unable to find additional initial values for the input parameters which generated
best fit exp value best fit exp value
mu (MeV) 0.7172 0.72
+0.12
−0.15 Vus 0.2245 0.2243± 0.0016
mc (MeV) 213.8 210.5
+15.1
−21.2 Vub 0.00326 0.0032± 0.0005
mt (GeV) 106.8 95
+69
−21 Vcb 0.0349 0.0351± 0.0013
md (MeV) 0.8827 1.5
+0.4
−0.2 J × 10−5 2.38 2.2± 0.6
ms (MeV) 34.04 29.8
+4.18
−4.5 ∆m
2
21/∆m
2
32 0.03065 0.0309± 0.0015
mb (GeV) 1.209 1.42
+0.48
−0.19 θ13 (
◦) 9.057 8.88± 0.385
me (MeV) 0.3565 0.3565
+0.0002
−0.001 θ12 (
◦) 33.01 33.5± 0.8
mµ (MeV) 75.297 75.29
+0.05
−0.19 θ23 (
◦) 47.70 44.1± 3.06
mτ (GeV) 1.635 1.63
+0.04
−0.03 δCP (
◦) -7.5∑
χ2 6.0
Table 6. Best fit values for the charged fermion masses, solar-to-atmospheric mass squared ratio, and
CKM and PMNS mixing parameters for a sample fit with Type-II seesaw. The 1σ experimental values are
also shown for comparison [36], [28], where masses and mixings are extrapolated to the GUT scale using
the MSSM renormalization group equations (RGEs). Note that the fit values for the bottom quark mass
and the CKM mixing parameters involving the third generation shown here include the SUSY-threshold
corrections
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significantly different CP phase values. So moving forward with only one initial position in
the parameter space, the scatter plots of chi-squares sum vs CP and corresponding plots
for the PMNS angles vs CP reveal a bleak situation, which illuminates the difficulty we
had in locating different starting points.
The plots in question are given in Figures 5 and 6 below. One quickly notices a much
more limited picture of potential phase values. It would seem that the type II model can
support small values only for δCP , with best fits (notably superior to the sample fit) giving
δ ∼ ±15◦. ∑
χ2 vs δCP for Type II Seesaw
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0
2
4
6
8
10
12
∑ χ2
Figure 5. Comparisons of the Dirac CP phase angle to sum of chi squares for the model in the type-II
seesaw case.
Reactor and Atmospheric Angles vs δCP for Type II Seesaw
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Figure 6. Comparisons of the Dirac CP phase angle to neutrino mixing angles θ13,23 for the model in the
type-II seesaw case.
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As further evidence for the limitations here, note that the density of the range of Jν
values explored on the interval [-0.03466, 0.03466] was identical to that used in the red
and green data for the type-I case. The greatly reduced number of points seen in the plots
is the result of numerous minimization attempts failing to converge, as well as additional
convergences that gave
∑
χ2 >∼ 15.
Given the highly limited results of this analysis, we can conclude with statistical con-
fidence that the type-II-dominant version of this model is unable to accommodate large
CP phase values of either sign, which should result in a definite fate for the model as
experiments close in on a discovery.
6 Proton Lifetime Correlation with Dirac CP Phase
In order to complete this analysis, we now turn to the relationship between CP phase
output and the lifetime of the proton. To obtain values for the partial decay widths in
consideration, we need values for the xi and yi triplet mixing parameters found in the
Cijkl operators, in addition to the various SUSY parameters. Recall that the 10 mass
parameter x0 must be O(1) to allow the SUSY Higgs fields to be light; the remaining
mixing parameters are functions of many undetermined GUT-scale masses and couplings
found in the full superpotential, the details of which can be seen in [24]. We simply take
the xs and ys as the free parameters as discussed above eq. (4.5).
Ideally, one would find that all partial lifetimes are clear of the experimentally de-
termined lower limits, given in Table 7, for arbitrary values x, y ∈ (0, 1), in the absence
of unlucky enhancements. It is well-known however that some careful cancellations are
required to achieve agreement for a typical GUT model, often of even several orders of
magnitude (e.g., CA = −CB +O(10−3-4)).
The Yukawa textures shown in eq. (3.2) are intended to naturally suppress the values
of some crucial Cijkl elements so that the need for such extreme tuning is alleviated. In
[18], we demonstrated that some select but robust regions of parameter space exist among
the xs and ys that lead to adequate lifetimes in the model for both type-I and II cases, but
those results corresponded to a fix CP phase value in each case.
decay mode τ exp lower limit (yrs)
p→ K+ν¯ 6.0×1033
p→ K0e+ 1.0×1033
p→ K0µ+ 1.3×1033
p→ pi+ν¯ 2.7×1032
p→ pi0e+ 1.3×1034
p→ pi0µ+ 1.0×1034
Table 7. Experimentally determined lower limits [39] on the partial lifetimes of dominant proton decay
modes considered in this work.
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In order to further test the ansatz here, we need to repeat the search for parameter
space for multiple fits containing all possible CP phase values, namely the data presented in
the previous section. We specifically tested the model by comparing the most constrained
K+ν¯ mode partial lifetime values to the corresponding CP phase.
The search for such regions was carried out using adaptations of the Python code using
Minuit described in [18]. Consideration is Results for the type-I and type-II models are
reported separately below.
6.1 Proton Partial Lifetimes for Type I Seesaw
The resulting scatter plot comparing the K+ν¯ mode partial lifetime values to the CP phase
values for the type I case is given in Figure 7. The data coloring matches with that used
in Section 5 for convenience. One can see that in each case, the fraction of data for which
the lifetime is sufficient is on the order of only 20-30%. More interesting is that each of
the three initial positions in the parameter space yields a different range of values for δCP
for which the model predicts Kν lifetimes above the experimental threshold 6 × 1033 yr.
K+ν¯ Partial Lifetime vs δCP for Type I Seesaw
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Figure 7. Comparisons of the Dirac CP phase angle to the K+ν¯ partial lifetime, for the fermion fits
discussed above.
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Hence it seems that a measurement of the CP phase in the future will select one region as
most favorable rather explicitly.
6.2 Proton Partial Lifetimes for Type II Seesaw
Despite the heavy constraints put on the Type II case by the fermion sector fitting in Section
5, we report here the corresponding Kν lifetime for that data as well. The resulting scatter
plot comparing the K+ν¯ mode partial lifetime values to the CP phase values for the type II
case is given in Figure 8. Here one can see several unfavorable features. First, Kν lifetime
values for all data are short of the experimental limit (for SUSY breaking scale of 5 TeV).
Recall that the analysis in [18], which was more selective in searching for initial positions
in the x - y parameter space, did find a moderately-sized region of parameter space in this
model for which the lifetime was adequate, so in that sense, this result is not a complete
condemnation of the model; however, that individual fit had δCP ∼ −12◦ and
∑
χ2 ∼ 6.
The second, and more condemning feature of Figure 8 is that the regions of lowest lifetime
values are those which correspond to the lowest chi-square values; hence sufficient Kν
lifetime and sufficient fermion fit are in contention with one another. Finally note that
the only region with feasibly adequate Kν lifetime corresponds to δCP ∼ 0, i.e., no CP
violation in the lepton sector.
Hence we can further emphasize the imminent failure of the type-II-dominant case
determined by this analysis: experimental discovery of any large CP-violating phase in the
lepton sector, either positive or negative, will rule out the type-II version of this model.
Additionally, any further raising of the experimental limit for the K+ν¯ partial lifetime by
forthcoming analyses from DUNE, HyperK, T2K, etc would similarly rule out this version
of the model if SUSY breaking scale is 5 TeV.
K+ν¯ Partial Lifetime vs δCP for Type II Seesaw
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Figure 8. Comparisons of the Dirac CP phase angle to the K+ν¯ partial lifetime, for the fermion fits
discussed above.
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7 Summary and Conclusion
To summarize, we have considered a renormalizable SO(10) model that includes a complete
and predictive neutrino sector, with seesaw scale emerging from the constraints of coupling
unification. This particular model additionally has all fermion masses fit by a specific
texture of Yukawa couplings that reduce the fine tuning among different contributions to
proton decay.
This model is currently of specific interest because it can be tested by coming experi-
ments designed to measure leptonic CP violation as well as those to measure proton decay.
It is particularly interesting that for the current limits on proton lifetime, this model allows
a supersymmetry breaking scale in the low-TeV range, which can be tested at the LHC
and hadron colliders being planned. Thus our analysis here explored the predictions of the
model pertaining to the Dirac CP phase and proton lifetime.
In the Type I seesaw case, we find a robust fermion sector which can support nearly any
value for the Dirac CP phase; additionally we find a correlation between the phase value
and partial lifetime for the proton decay mode p → K+ν¯ that will allow the parameter
space of the model to be reduced if measurements for these observables emerge.
In contrast, we find that possible phase values for the Type II case are strongly limited
to small values only, and that phase correlation with K+ν¯ partial lifetime further restricts
the model into nearly vanishing regions of parameter space. Any discovery of leptonic CP
violation or observed increase in proton partial lifetime limits will rule out the Type-II-
dominant mode of the model.
Finally, we have suggested that this general class of models with 10 ⊕ 126 ⊕ 120
(without any specific Yukawa textures) has the potential to solve the strong CP problem
without the need for an axion. This makes this particular class of renormalizable SUSY
SO(10) models of great interest. Note that our solution to strong CP does not seem to
work in the absence of supersymmetry. A detailed analysis of this strong CP solution is
currently in progress and will be the subject of a forthcoming publication.
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